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President Lincoln used his own weapons?his words? to fight the Civil War as brilliantly as any general who
ever took the field. In Lincoln on War, historian Harold Holzer gathers and interprets Lincoln’s speeches,
letters, memoranda, orders, telegrams, and casual remarks, organizing them chronologically and allowing
readers to experience Lincoln’s growth from an eager young Indian War officer to a middle-aged dove
congressman to a surprisingly hardened and determined hawk as the Union’s commander-in-chief.
We observe a man willing to sacrifice life and treasure in unprecedented quantities, to risk wounding the
pride of vain generals, and even to mislead the public if it meant the preservation of an unbreakable union of
states, the destruction of slavery, and the restoration of America as an example to inspire the world. This
volume covers strategy; tactics; the endless hiring, sustaining, motivating, and dismissal of commanders;
military discipline; and military technology. Modern commanders-in-chief have repeatedly quoted Lincoln to
justify their own wars, so it behooves us as citizens to know Lincoln’s record well. From masterpieces such
as the Gettysburg Address to lesser-known meditations on God’s purposes, Lincoln on War is the first book
to highlight exclusively Lincoln’s sublime and enduring words on war.
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From reader reviews:
Joyce Murphy:
The book Lincoln on War can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. So just why
must we leave the best thing like a book Lincoln on War? A number of you have a different opinion about
guide. But one aim that will book can give many data for us. It is absolutely appropriate. Right now, try to
closer with the book. Knowledge or data that you take for that, it is possible to give for each other; it is
possible to share all of these. Book Lincoln on War has simple shape however, you know: it has great and
massive function for you. You can appear the enormous world by available and read a guide. So it is very
wonderful.

Johnny Harper:
A lot of people always spent their very own free time to vacation or even go to the outside with them friends
and family or their friend. Did you know? Many a lot of people spent they free time just watching TV, or
playing video games all day long. In order to try to find a new activity that is look different you can read the
book. It is really fun to suit your needs. If you enjoy the book which you read you can spent all day every
day to reading a reserve. The book Lincoln on War it is quite good to read. There are a lot of individuals who
recommended this book. These were enjoying reading this book. When you did not have enough space to
deliver this book you can buy often the e-book. You can m0ore easily to read this book from your smart
phone. The price is not too expensive but this book possesses high quality.

Sherry Fitzgerald:
You may get this Lincoln on War by look at the bookstore or Mall. Simply viewing or reviewing it can to be
your solve problem if you get difficulties for the knowledge. Kinds of this publication are various. Not only
by means of written or printed but in addition can you enjoy this book simply by e-book. In the modern era
such as now, you just looking because of your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now,
choose your ways to get more information about your publication. It is most important to arrange yourself to
make your knowledge are still up-date. Let's try to choose suitable ways for you.

Nancy Soto:
E-book is one of source of information. We can add our expertise from it. Not only for students but native or
citizen require book to know the up-date information of year for you to year. As we know those books have
many advantages. Beside most of us add our knowledge, can bring us to around the world. With the book
Lincoln on War we can have more advantage. Don't someone to be creative people? To be creative person
must prefer to read a book. Just simply choose the best book that appropriate with your aim. Don't be doubt
to change your life with this book Lincoln on War. You can more inviting than now.
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